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Figure 1. Descent into Hell and the Resurrection of Christ
from the collection of the Museum of Russian Icons.
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Inscriptions on the Icon of the Descent into Hell and the
Resurrection of Christ with the Story of the Good Thief
Daniel E. Collins, Associate Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH
and Raoul N. Smith, Museum of Russian Icons, Clinton, MA
About the Icon
The Museum of Russian Icons has a large icon of the Descent into Hell and the Resurrection of Christ (Figure 1, R2011.90,
circa 1650) with an added narrative of the Good Thief. This paper presents a transcription of texts inscribed on the icon and
their translations in preparation of a series of future analyses. For placement of text on the icon, see Figure 2 (Russian) and
Figure 3 (English translation).
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[1]

῎ абие ѿверꙁоша҃ враа ї иде рабоиниⷦ в ра ῝иобрее
И
῝илию ӥ еноха и бесѣдова с ними ῍ꙍхрⷭове сраси῎῎ ио
себѣ скаꙁа иⷨ. Како его Гⷭь спасе и῝во св҃ы се раі посла ї
како ємꙋ вобрани пламеⷩное῎ орꙋжиє оⷩ же покаꙁа єму
Влⷣины крⷭъ. Знамение и вниде в ра Првⷣниць [sic]1 же

And immediately the gates were opened, and the
robber went into Paradise. And he found Elijah and
Enoch and talked with them about Christ’s suffering,
and about himself he told them how the Lord had
saved him and sent him to that holy Paradise, and
how the fiery weapon had forbidden him [to enter];
but he showed him the Lord’s cross, the Sign, and
entered into Paradise.
The righteous ones

[2]

вшеⷣше в ра [о] ⷠреоша рабоиника Вси наⷩ ꙁрꙗⷳ ⷷ ῞И
ѵжасошасꙗ Глг҃лаху ко ꙗ введе семо и ко и враа
о῎веⷬꙁе [sic]2 а преⷤ наⷭ вниде єгда ли и 3 зде убии пришеⷶ
[sic] єси или украси о пре ⷤ наⷭ семо незавидиⷨ и рцы
наⷨ оⷩ иⷨ ѿвеща рее Приⷠлижиесꙗ коⷨне 4 Да повѣда҆о ваⷨ
Не за дѣло мое внидоⷯ сѣмо не бѣ [sic] бо доⷭ

having entered Paradise, found the robber. All gazing
upon him were awe-struck. They were saying, “Who
brought you here? And who opened the gates for
you? And [if] you entered before us, when [was it]?
And have you come here before us5 to kill or steal
something? We do not resent your coming here
before us; tell us.” Answering them, he said, “Come
near me, so that I may tell you. [It was] not due to my
action(s) [that] I came here, for I was not wor-

[3]

оиⷩ аковаго свеⷮла о [sic] неірееⷩнаго ра῎ꙗ но влⷣка
чл҃вколюбе ⷰ млⷭивы введе м῞ꙗ Семо понеже спꙋнⷮикъ ємꙋ
беⷯ до смери ῎ꙗже посрадаⷯ заⷩ. пр ⷪроцы же Слышаⷡше
ѿ разбоиника прославиша б҃а дарованныⷯ ради даровъ
Грѣшникомъ

-thy of such light from the ineffable Paradise; but
the Lord, the merciful Lover of mankind, brought me
here because I was His companion unto death, which
I suffered for Him.”6 The prophets, having heard
from the robber, glorified God for the gifts given to
sinners.

сꙗ

1

Sc. Првⷣницы.

2

Sc. ѿверзе (ѿвьрзе). The initial graph is shaped like a horseshoe with the opening at the top, which is abnormal for both о and ѡ. The author
would suggest that it is actually an omega with a missing loop and that a superscript т in the form 7 (cf. Čerepnin 365, т no. 7–9) which is
attested elsewhere in the inscription, has been misinterpreted as the first component of the supralinear ῎.

3

The two clear components are joined with a diagonal crosshair; hence the author is interpreting this as a vjaz’-like ligature of л и и.
Syntactically, this makes sense, given that the narrative sentences in this text typically begin with conjunctions.

4

The superscript м appears as a straight diagonal—a form known in 17th-century cursive; cf. Čerepnin 365, м no. 7).

5

Literally, ‘And before us hither we do not envy you.’

6

Tentative reading. If ꙗже is the direct object of пострадаⷯ, it must be a non-agreeing relativum generale; the agreeing form would have to
be Asg f юже (ѭже). The prepositional phrase ꙁаⷩ cannot be a time expression, since it does not mention a time interval; in the meaning
‘after, following’, ꙁа takes the instrumental, which would not be rendered with a superscript ⷩ alone. In colligation with ‘suffer’, ꙁа plus the
instrumental ordinarily means ‘for the sake of.’
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[4]

єгда ра
бо῝ иниⷦ
прииде к
неиⷥреченоⷨ 
раю и вобра
нии емꙋ пла
меное орꙋ
жие ї ове
ре враа
῝ і и҆де 7 в рај,8

When the robber came up to the ineffable Paradise,
the flaming weapon forbade him [to enter], and he
opened the gates, and he went into Paradise.

[5]

Посла гьⷭ
рабо҅иника9
во с҃ы ра10
і дасъ емꙋ
крⷭное знамение,

The Lord sent the robber into the holy Paradise and
gave him the Sign of the Cross.

[6]

῞
Гдⷭь приіде
ко врао̀ ⷨ
ѵ
/
ад о Со мно
жесво ⷨ
аглСкимъ 11
/
силамъ
преⷣеа
ху силы
гн҃ ꙗ῎ вомї12
е враа
кн҃ꙁи ва
ща [sic] и҅ воме
е с῍ꙗ ⷡ ⷬпⷶѣⷮ ⷶ
на῍ꙗ ї вні҆13
де цр҇ь сла
вы аⷣ же
ѵ
їꙁвн орь
гл҃гол ꙗ῝ кⷪ
῝есь ц҃рь сла
вы Силы г҃нⷭѧ
/
реша Гдⷭь кре
/
поⷦ и҆ силенъ
Гьⷭ силе въ
брани оꙇ̀ 14
е[с]ь ц҃рь
Славы ,

The Lord came to the gates of Hell with a multitude
of angelic forces. The Lord’s forces ran in front: “Raise
up your gates, O princes!” And the infernal gates
were raised, and the King of Glory came in. Hell, from
within, [was] saying, “Who is the King of Glory?” The
Lord’s forces said, “The Lord, strong and mighty, the
Lord, mighty in battle—He is the King of Glory!”

7

The transliteration of the supralinear mark is tentative.

8

The final letter resembles a small spiritus atop a larger one.

9

The supralinear mark is tentative.

10

There may a faint supralinear mark above the superscript и.

11

The titlo curves downward over the гл.

12

The ї is shaped like a tilde rotated 90˚ to the left. Cf. Čerepnin 375, ї no. 2–3.

13

The ї is shaped like a tilde rotated 90˚ to the left; it has a small crossbar or dot at about half-mast.

14

The ї is shaped like a tilde rotated 90˚ to the left.
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[7]

Left
[8]

The angel of the Lord removed the stone from the door
of the tomb. The soldiers guarding the Lord seemed dead
from fear.

῝ Англъ гнⷭь,
ѿвали ка
мень ѿд
верерѐ [sic] гро
ба Во῝ ини
же Срежа
хꙋ гаⷭ
Сраха
ꙍ̂мерве
ша,
15 16 17 18 19

The Lord commanded [His servants] to bind the
Devil and consign him to Hell and throw [him] into
the eternal fire. The Devil [was] crying and saying,
“Have mercy on me, the wandering one, o Hell; exert
yourself for my sake; do not open the gates until He
goes back!” But Hell said to the Devil, “Three-headed
Verzaul, corrupter of the angelic forces and mocker
of the saints, didn’t I tell you not to oppose Him?”

Гдⷭь повеⷧ 15
ди῞ꙗвола
св῞ꙗꙁаи
ї предаи аⷣ 
и обеꙁии 16 во
ѡⷢнъ вѣны
ди῎ꙗвоⷧ плаа
῝і глг҃л῎ꙗ поми
лꙋи м῞ꙗ Сраⷩнаⷲⷢ
аде порꙋдиⷭ ⷼ
мен ѐ ради не
ѿвеⷬꙁа враⷮ
додеже вов 17
раиⷮсꙗ вспяⷮ
адъ же р[е]е
Ко ди῞ꙗвол[ꙋ]
реглавние
Верꙁаоле ра
враⷮние аⷩге 18
лскимъ Си
лаⷨ і с҃ыⷨ по
смехаеⷧ 19 не
реⷯ ли ебе не
проивииСꙗ
емꙋ

15

Sc. повелѣ, with jat’ indicated by a erok (Čerepnin 375, no. 26). The supralinear mark indicated by  in the transliteration looks like an
elongated shallow ꙁ. The superscript л may have been corrected from an а.

16

This form is evidently a corruption. The expected infinitive of the verb оберг- (обьрг-) ‘throw would be обрѣшти. Conceivably, during the
copying process, a passage of direct speech with imperatives was converted into a narrative report with infinitives embedded under повелѣ
‘command-AOR.3sg’. On the basis of the imperative оберзите (or, more archaically, обьрзѣте), and i-stem infinitive was then produced by backformation.

17

The superscript н in додеже differs from the form usual for this scribe in that the right vertical is curved; the result looks like a ligature of  and
е. Cf. Čerepnin 365, н no. 5.

18

The more usual abbreviation for ‘angelic’ is агг҃льск-. According to Uspenskij, this was a salient abbreviation for Muscovite bookmen and,
later, for Old Believers; omission of the titlo was supposed to signify a fallen angel. Here, the abbreviation may be an archaism, or it may
reflect a certain lack of ecclesiastical sophistication on the part of the scribe.

19

The superscript л appears in a form that Čerepnin (366) considers typical for 16th-century cursive, with the left leg curving around to join
the apex of the right (ibid.: 365, л no. 8).
4

[9]

The Lord led forth the righteous from the
uttermost hell, from the outer darkness: “My
helpers, come to Paradise with Me; for I have
come here for your sake.”

Гдⷭь ῝изве
де правеⷣнї
ковъ ῝иꙁо
῞ада пре῝и
споднꙗго
῎иꙁо мⷮы
КромешныЕ
поспещни
цы моꙇ иди
е В ра соⷨ
но῎ю Ваⷭ бо
ради придоⷯ
Сѣмо,

Bottom
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[10]

῝Абие присꙋпль Гь꙼ Враа а꙼дова сокрушишас῎ꙗ ῝и вере῝ꙗ
/
/
/
/
желеⷥнаꙗ сломшас῝ꙗ ῝и ꙁаворы ѿпад оша и основани῝ꙗ
еⷨнина῎ꙗ порⷮ῎ꙗсоша῎ꙗ проивни силы бежаи нааша
/
/
дрꙋⷢ дру҇га рѣꙗхꙋ и друⷢдру҇га преыкающе̇ 20 дрⷢ преⷣругоⷨ
спешахꙋ ї ꙋжасошас῎ꙗ

[11]

῝ѡбледиша 21 ῝и недомышл῝ꙗюще вкꙋпе и восрепеаша,
ови 22 взира῎ꙗ соꙗⷮ, ῝ иниⷤ наⷣ коленома лица ꙁаⷦрываше
ѵ
῝ и ниⷰ паⷣ яко мр҃вы, 23 і҅ниⷤ ожасоⷨ ῞ ѡ̈дежими ῝ ини ⷤ в
/
прерани верепы і҅сеꙁахꙋ 24 огда в оужасе Ссеи хсⷭъ
27

28
29
[sic] 25 гл҃вы 26 сыⷯ
̃ гл҃глше Ко се еь ц҃рь сл҃вы

/

/

As soon as the Lord entered, the gates of Hell were
destroyed, and the iron bolt was broken, and the
locks fell away, and the prison foundations were
shaken. The enemy forces began to run; they were
shoving one another and jostling one another and
rushing in front of each other and were terrified.
They grew pale, not understanding altogether, and
began to tremble. Some, gazing, are standing still;
others, on their knees, were covering their faces;
others had fallen like [they were] dead; others were
overcome with terror; others were disappearing into
ghostly30 caverns. At that time, all [were] in terror,
and Christ at the head of the saints was saying, “Who
is this King of Glory—

20

The supralinear mark involves a short slash plus a long back-slash. I have interpreted this as a form of superscript и or і known in 16th and
17th-century cursive, in which there are two parallel back-slashes, with the left one shorter than the right—sometimes to such an extent that it
looks like a period (cf. Čerepnin 362, и no. 6; ibid.: 365, і no. 7). Syntactically, it makes good sense for there to be a conjunction here, as
in the preceding clause.

21

The initial supralinear has the form ꙼ . Here, as elsewhere, I have transcribed this combination as ῝ (spiritus aspiratus plus varia).

22

The supralinear mark on the initial vowel is illegible.

23

The titlo has the form of a thick tilde and extends over the three letters рв.

24

The supralinear mark on the initial vowel appears as a thick dot.

25

There is a clear superscript s in addition to the s on the line. I think this may be a form of haplography: xs sъ glvy ‘Christ from/at the head
of the saints’. This would account for the fact that the following verb is singular. However, s glavy is an unexpected way of expressing the
concept ‘at the head of’. One alternative may be to correct the reading to xsъ glva ‘Christ the head/leader of the saints’. The epithet head
is attested for Christ.

26

The titlo has the form of a thick tilde and extends over the three letters лвь.

27

The titlo has the form of a thick tilde and extends over the three letters лгл.

28

Sc. еⷭь. There are traces of a superscript, but they are illegible.

29

The titlo has the form of a thick tilde and extends over the three letters лвь.

30

The word prezračьnyi should mean ‘transparent, pellucid’, which seems improbable in this context. This may be a case of hypercorrection
in an akan’e/jekan’e dialect. The word prizračьnyi ‘ghostly, phantom; deceptive; in a vision’ makes some sense in the context.

\

5

[12]

вор῝ꙗ῍и. н҃не 31 и оваⷤ ⷷ быша никогъдаⷤ было Ко ц҃рь
раршивы нашꙋ деⷬжавꙋ к ниⷨ сиⷧ  ѿвещеваху Гьⷭ крепоⷦ ῝ и
силе и непобедиⷨ во бранеⷯ еⷨже немеⷣлие но скоро уⷤники
иведие ῝ꙗже доселе здѣ приꙗъ держава Ваша,

Scribal inscription

the One doing [these things]? These things [that]
have taken place—never was there [the like] [before
now]. Who is the King who has destroyed our
realm?” The [heavenly] forces replied to them, “The
Lord, strong and mighty and undefeated in battle!
Therefore, do not delay, but quickly bring forth the
prisoners whom your realm here has taken up to
now.”

31 32

῝
Си ѡбраⷥ
Вокⷭрсние҄ хвⷭо по обѣщанию написаⷧ ноⷡгородеⷰ҇
ⷰ҇
поСако л҃вкъ ива Григорьев’ с҃нъ по про[ꙁ]ванию журавлеⷡ
и посаⷡ В домъ у покрова [7–8 illegible letters; titlo
with superscript over the second or third letter;
ending with аѕъ?] [3–5 illegible letters; titlo with
superscript over the second letter] на вь и сло внево
[or по?] себе И [titlo with superscript ?] [at least
18–20 illegible letters] елелъ.

The Novgorodian posadskij čelovek32 Ivan, son
of Gregory, by nickname Crane, wrote this icon,
the Resurrection of Christ, in accordance with
[his] promise and placed it in the Church of the
Intercession…

31

The titlo has the form of a thick tilde and extends over the entire abbreviation.

32

In 17th-century Russia, a petty merchant or artisan subject to state taxation and bound by law to a specific settlement.
~~~
Daniel E. Collins and Raoul N. Smith
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Russian Script
[1]

῎И абие ѿверꙁоша҃сꙗ враа ї иде рабоиниⷦ в ра ῝иобрее ῝илию ӥ еноха и бесѣдова с ними ῍ꙍхрⷭове сраси῎῎ ио себѣ скаꙁа иⷨ. Како его Гⷭь спасе
и῝во св҃ы се раі посла ї како ємꙋ вобрани пламеⷩное῎ орꙋжиє оⷩ же покаꙁа єму Влⷣины крⷭъ. Знамение и вниде в ра Првⷣниць [sic] же

[2] вшеⷣше в ра [о] ⷠреоша рабоиника Вси наⷩ ꙁрꙗⷳ ⷷ ῞И ѵжасошасꙗ Глг҃лаху ко ꙗ введе семо и ко и враа о῎веⷬꙁе [sic] а преⷤ наⷭ вниде єгда
ли и зде убии пришеⷶ [sic] єси или украси о пре ⷤ наⷭ семо незавидиⷨ и рцы наⷨ оⷩ иⷨ ѿвеща рее Приⷠлижиесꙗ коⷨне Да повѣда҆о ваⷨ Не за
дѣло мое внидоⷯ сѣмо не бѣ [sic] бо доⷭⷭ
[3] оиⷩ аковаго свеⷮла о [sic] неірееⷩнаго ра῎ꙗ но влⷣка чл҃вколюбе ⷰ млⷭивы введе м῞ꙗ Семо понеже спꙋнⷮикъ ємꙋ беⷯ до смери ῎ꙗже посрадаⷯ заⷩ.
пр ⷪроцы же Слышаⷡше ѿ разбоиника прославиша б҃а дарованныⷯ ради даровъ Грѣшникомъ

[4] єгда ра бо῝ иниⷦ прииде
к неиⷥреченоⷨ раю и вобра
нии емꙋ пла меное орꙋ
жие ї ове ре враа
῝ і и҆де в рај,

[8] Гдⷭь повеⷧ ди῞ꙗвола
св῞ꙗꙁаи ї предаи аⷣ 
и обеꙁии во ѡⷢнъ
вѣны ди῎ꙗвоⷧ плаа
῝і глг҃л῎ꙗ поми лꙋи м῞ꙗ
Сраⷩнаⷲⷢ аде порꙋдиⷭ ⷼ
мен ѐ ради не ѿвеⷬꙁа враⷮ
додеже вов раиⷮсꙗ вспяⷮ
адъ же р[е]е
Ко ди῞ꙗвол[ꙋ]
реглавние Верꙁаоле
ра враⷮние аⷩге лскимъ
Си лаⷨ і с҃ыⷨ по смехаеⷧ
не реⷯ ли ебе не
проивииСꙗ емꙋ

[5] Посла гьⷭ рабо҅иника
во с҃ы ра і дасъ емꙋ
крⷭное знамение,
[6] Гдⷭь при῞ іде ко врао` ⷨ
/
адѵо Со м но жесво ⷨ
/
аглСкимъ с иламъ
преⷣеа ху силы гн҃ ῎ꙗ
вомї е враа
кн҃ꙁи ва ща [sic] и҅ воме
е с῍ꙗ ⷡ ⷬпⷶѣⷮ ⷶ на῍ꙗ ї вні҆
де цр҇ь сла вы аⷣ же
їꙁвнѵорь гл҃гол ῝ ꙗ кⷪ
῝есь ц҃рь сла вы Силы
/
г҃нⷭѧ реша Гдⷭь кре
/
поⷦ и҆ си ленъ Гьⷭ силе въ
брани оꙇ̀ е[с]ь ц҃рь
Славы ,

[9] Гдⷭь ῝изве де правеⷣнї

ковъ ῝иꙁо ῞ада пре῝и
споднꙗго ῎иꙁо мⷮы
КромешныЕ поспещни
цы моꙇ иди е В ра соⷨ
но῎ю Ваⷭ бо ради придоⷯ
Сѣмо,

[7] ῝ Англъ гнⷭь, ѿвали ка
мень ѿд верерѐ [sic] гро
ба Во῝ ини же Срежа
хꙋ гаⷭ Сраха ꙍ̂мерве
ша,

/

/

/

/

/

[10] А
῝ бие присꙋпль Гь꙼ Враа а꙼дова сокруш ишас῎ꙗ ῝и вере῝ꙗ желеⷥнаꙗ сломшас῝ꙗ ῝и ꙁаво ры ѿпад о ша и основа ни῝ꙗ еⷨнина῎ꙗ порⷮ῎ꙗсоша῎ꙗ
/
/
проивни силы бежаи нааша дрꙋⷢ дру҇га рѣꙗхꙋ и друⷢдру҇га преыка юще̇ дрⷢ преⷣругоⷨ спешахꙋ ї ꙋжасошас῎ꙗ
/

[11] ѡ
῝ бледи ша ῝и недомышл῝ꙗюще вкꙋпе и восрепеаша, ови взира῎ꙗ соꙗⷮ, ῝ иниⷤ наⷣ коленома лица ꙁаⷦрываше ῝ и ниⷰ паⷣ яко мр҃вы, і҅ниⷤ ѵожасоⷨ
/
῞ ѡ̈дежими ῝ ини ⷤ в прерани верепы і҅сеꙁа хꙋ огда в оужасе Ссеи хсⷭъ [sic] гл҃вы с̃ыⷯ гл҃глше Ко се еь ц҃рь сл҃вы
[12] вор῝ꙗ῍и. н҃не и оваⷤ ⷷ быша никогъдаⷤ было Ко ц҃рь раршивы нашꙋ деⷬжавꙋ к ниⷨ сиⷧ  ѿвещеваху Гьⷭ крепоⷦ ῝ и силе и непобедиⷨ во бранеⷯ еⷨже
немеⷣлие но скоро уⷤники иведие ῝ꙗже доселе здѣ приꙗъ держава Ваша,
[Inscription] Си ῝ѡбраⷥ Вокⷭрсние҄ хвⷭо по обѣщанию написаⷧ ноⷡгородеⷰ҇ поСаⷰ҇ко л҃вкъ ива Григорьев’ с҃нъ по про[ꙁ]ванию журавлеⷡ и посаⷡ В домъ у
покрова [7–8 illegible letters; titlo with superscript over the second or third letter; ending with аѕъ?] [3–5 illegible letters;
titlo with superscript over the second letter] на вь и сло внево [or по?] себе И [titlo with superscript ?] [at least 18–20 illegible
letters] елелъ.
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English Translation
[1] And immediately the gates were opened, and the robber went into Paradise. And he found Elijah and Enoch and talked with them
about Christ’s suffering, and about himself he told them how the Lord had saved him and sent him to that holy Paradise, and how the
fiery weapon had forbidden him [to enter]; but he showed him the Lord’s cross, the Sign, and entered into Paradise. The righteous ones
[2] having entered Paradise, found the robber. All gazing upon him were awe-struck. They were saying, “Who brought you here?
And who opened the gates for you? And [if] you entered before us, when [was it]? And have you come here before us to kill or steal
something? We do not resent your coming here before us ; tell us.” Answering them, he said, “Come near me, so that I may tell you. [It
was] not due to my action(s) [that] I came here, for I was not wor[3] -thy of such light from the ineffable Paradise; but the Lord, the merciful Lover of mankind, brought me here because I was His
companion unto death, which I suffered for Him.” The prophets, having heard from the robber, glorified God for the gifts given to
sinners.
[4] When the robber came
up to the ineffable Paradise,
the flaming weapon forbade
him [to enter], and he
opened the gates, and he
went into Paradise.

[8] The Lord commanded
[His servants] to bind the
Devil and consign him to Hell
and throw [him] into the
eternal fire. The Devil [was]
crying and saying, “Have
mercy on me, the wandering
one, o Hell; exert yourself
for my sake; do not open the
gates until He goes back!”
But Hell said to the Devil,
“Three-headed Verzaul,
corrupter of the angelic
forces and mocker of the
saints, didn’t I tell you not to
oppose Him?”

[5] The Lord sent the robber
into the holy Paradise and
gave him the Sign of the
Cross.
[6] The Lord came to
the gates of Hell with a
multitude of angelic forces.
The Lord’s forces ran in
front: “Raise up your gates,
O princes!” And the infernal
gates were raised, and the
King of Glory came in. Hell,
from within, [was] saying,
“Who is the King of Glory?”
The Lord’s forces said, “The
Lord, strong and mighty, the
Lord, mighty in battle—He is
the King of Glory!”

[9] The Lord led forth
the righteous from the
uttermost hell, from the
outer darkness: “My helpers,
come to Paradise with Me;
for I have come here for your
sake.”

[7] The angel of the Lord
removed the stone from
the door of the tomb. The
soldiers guarding the Lord
seemed dead from fear.

[10] As soon as the Lord entered, the gates of Hell were destroyed, and the iron bolt was broken, and the locks fell away, and the prison
foundations were shaken. The enemy forces began to run; they were shoving one another and jostling one another and rushing in front
of each other and were terrified.
[11] They grew pale, not understanding altogether, and began to tremble. Some, gazing, are standing still; others, on their knees, were
covering their faces; others had fallen like [they were] dead; others were overcome with terror; others were disappearing into ghostly
caverns. At that time, all [were] in terror, and Christ at the head of the saints was saying, “Who is this King of Glory—
[12] the One doing [these things]? These things [that] have taken place—never was there [the like] [before now]. Who is the King who
has destroyed our realm?” The [heavenly] forces replied to them, “The Lord, strong and mighty and undefeated in battle! Therefore, do
not delay, but quickly bring forth the prisoners whom your realm here has taken up to now.”
[Inscription] The Novgorodian posadskij čelovek Ivan, son of Gregory, by nickname Crane, wrote this icon, the Resurrection of Christ, in
accordance with [his] promise and placed it in the Church of the Intercession…
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